
A geographical error
The most suitably qualified person should secure an important post, in almost all instances. But competing 
interests among nations mean that this is not always the case in Europe.

The poster most likely to be found hanging in the offices of large 
European organizations is not a picturesque Alpine view, but 
rather a version of a much-loved cartoon known as ‘European 

hell’, in which the British are the cooks, the French are the mechan-
ics, the Germans are the lovers, and everything is organized by the 
Italians. This gentle mockery of national stereo types conceals a much 
more true-to-life hell of the European bodies themselves, as they try 
to function efficiently while being politically beholden to national 
interests. Too often, key appointments in European organizations, 
including those related to science, are made on the basis of national-
ity rather than merit.

This sometimes means that the most competent person to head a 
department will be passed over if a compatriot happens to head an 
unrelated department in the same organization. It is usual for coun-
tries to put forward their own candidates and although few of these 
will be outright incompetent, more than a few will owe their candi-
dature more to political circumstance than to expertise. So the right 
person for a particular job might be the wrong nationality. And the 
candidate with the right nationality may well be the wrong person.

Take, for example, the European Space Agency, which now has 
17 member states. It offers nine directorships, plus the position of 
director-general, each of which have four-year mandates. Things are 
organized so that the big contributors such as Germany and France 
will get, on average, two top posts; others such as Britain and Spain 
will get one each; and low contributors will only occasionally get a top 
position. At the end of the day, a brilliant Portuguese astrophysicist 
with experience — and proven skill — in managing big space-science 
projects is unlikely to be considered for the coveted post of director of 
science if the director of resources management is also Portuguese.

It’s a similar situation at the European Commission, whose current 
constitution requires that each of the 27 member states has its own 
commissioner. There is no legal quota for positions below this level, 
but in practice a sharp eye is kept on the broad distribution of jobs, 
to avoid political problems developing. It is accepted that priority 

for the higher positions that become vacant will be given to people 
from the new member states such as Bulgaria and Romania, until a 
reasonable geographic distribution is re-established. But at least all 
commission staff must pass a tough series of exams, which ensures 
some general level of competence. 

Horse trading of positions in European organizations is a tough 
business, and is usually conducted by representatives of national gov-
ernments who do not necessarily have the interests of the organization 
in question at heart. One of the most strik-
ing examples of this is the 2003 decision 
of the state council of the European Pat-
ent Office to split the six-year presidency 
between two heavily promoted candidates 
— one from France, the other from Brit-
ain — because they couldn’t decide which 
august nation to offend. With the European Patent Office struggling 
to adapt to a massively increased workload and to new information 
technologies, it was highly inappropriate to weaken its leadership 
in this way.

Those European organizations that do fundamental research are, 
fortunately, less touched by the political interference than some of 
their counterparts. Even so, the nationality of the director of CERN, 
the European particle-physics laboratory near Geneva, is taken very 
seriously by its member states. Heads of its scientific divisions are 
selected entirely on merit, however. The European Southern Observ-
atory seems to be free from national bias: four of its seven director-
generals have been Dutch. 

The geographical carve-up of key European positions is unfortu-
nately intrinsic to multigovernmental organizations. Scientists should 
be aware of this political reality and should pressure their govern-
ments to ensure, as a minimum, that only suitably qualified candi-
dates are put forward for significant posts. That at least will ensure 
that those with the ‘right’ nationality are unlikely to be completely 
wrong for a particular job that is important to science.  ■

Safety clause
US research on bioweapons has expanded rapidly, 
without sufficiently transparent regulation.

In the aftermath of the September 2001 terrorist attacks, the US 
federal government wasted no time in allocating large amounts 
of resources to build facilities for research into dangerous patho-

gens that might be used by terrorists as bioweapons. But it is now 
emerging that there are problems with the way some of these facili-
ties operate, which suggests that the overall process has been poorly 

managed. These issues must be addressed before any further expan-
sion goes ahead. 

As construction of the first facilities got under way, some specialists 
were warning — at least privately — that many of the labs would lack 
people properly experienced in handling ‘select agents’, as microor-
ganisms that could be used in bioweapons are now euphemistically 
called. Critics said that many of the institutions selected to host the 
labs lacked the capacity to manage the task.

Two weeks ago, these predictions seemed to come true. On 30 June, 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta, 
Georgia, suspended research with select agents in five labs at Texas 
A&M University in College Station. The university is home to a 
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National Center for Foreign Animal and Zoonotic Disease Defense, 
one of several such facilities established by the US Department of 
Homeland Security. 

The shutdown was the result of Texas A&M’s failure to report in 
a timely manner that four members of staff had been infected by 
bacteria in early 2006. One worker fell ill from Brucella in February 
last year and two months later routine blood tests results revealed 
that three other staff members had been exposed to Coxiella burnetii. 
Both bacteria come from cattle; both are fever-causing pathogens and 
could be used in bioweapons.

Fortunately, no one was seriously injured, nor does any disease 
seem to have been spread to the wider population. Texas A&M insists 
that it is now improving its reporting procedures. And the federal 
government is treating the incident as it has others: a bump on the 
road to better biodefence through more laboratory research.

But a closer look at the case raises serious concerns. Texas A&M 
only got around to reporting the four exposures to the CDC on 
9 April this year. This was just one month before officials from the 
Department of Homeland Security were due to arrive on the campus 
to discuss a major new biodefence contract: the $450-million 
National Bio and Agro-Defense Facility, for which Texas A&M and its 
partner institutions are competing. The Department of Homeland 
Security, which will fund the complex, will this week narrow the 18 
bidders down to a short list of three to five, with a final decision due 
in 2009. The new facility will replace the ageing Plum Island Animal 
Disease Center, which has operated for half a century off Long Island 
in New York state. 

But even when Texas A&M made its report, neither the university 
nor the federal agencies found it necessarily to share news of the 
infraction with the general population. It was only on 26 June that the 
problem became public, when the Sunshine Project, a small watchdog 
group based in Austin, Texas, revealed 
details of the infections at Texas A&M. 
A week later, the watchdog disclosed 
associated problems at nine other labo-
ratories nationally. 

Back in April 2006, an audit from 
the Office of Inspector General at the 
US Department of Health and Human 
Services reported that 11 of the 15 bio-
defence labs it funds at universities had 
identifiable deficiencies in training, security and, most disturbingly, 
accountability. In fact, eight of the labs had accountability issues, 
including lax inventories for pathogens and inadequate controls on 
who can enter the laboratory.

If biodefence labs are to be run safely and successfully, the regula-
tory process needs to instil public confidence. The federal govern-
ment should not have to be prompted by activists into telling the 
American public the truth about its workings. Many communities are 
inherently suspicious of these facilities and their mode of operation 
should be made as transparent as is realistically possible. The need 
to keep some of the technical details of the work secret should not be 
used to cover up salient facts about management and operations that 
ought to be squarely in the public domain.  ■

Hard to swallow
Is it possible to gauge the true potential of 
traditional Chinese medicine?

Researchers, practitioners and drug companies around the world 
are engaged in a complex, tentative dance over the best way to 
tap into the unknown potential of traditional Chinese medi-

cine. The scientific community and the drug industry both tend to be 
sniffy about ‘traditional’ cures; yet there is a strong sense that millen-
nia of practice in China — much of it barely documented — is likely 
to have yielded at least some treatments that work.

Pharmaceutical companies are understandably eager to enter a 
Chinese domestic market that was estimated by the Boston Consult-
ing Group to be worth US$13 billion last year, and growing fast. But 
they are tantalized by one opportunity above all: the prospect that 
the nation’s traditional medicine might contain a number of poten-
tially profitable compounds hidden somewhere in its arcane array of 
potions and herbal mixtures.

The task of finding these elusive gems has been approached in a typi-
cally reductionist manner, with researchers seeking single compounds 
that might have a role in treating specific diseases. Sometimes this has 
been successful: artemisinin, for example, which is currently the most 
effective treatment for malaria, was fished out of a herbal treatment for 
fevers. But such success stories have been few and far between.

So if traditional Chinese medicine is so great, why hasn’t the quali-
tative study of its outcomes opened the door to a flood of cures? The 
most obvious answer is that it actually has little to offer: it is largely 
just pseudoscience, with no rational mechanism of action for most 
of its therapies. Advocates respond by claiming that researchers are 
missing aspects of the art, notably the interactions between different 
ingredients in traditional therapies. 

Nevertheless, the drug industry is not exactly awash with promis-
ing new medicines at the moment. Perhaps as a result, the global 
regulatory process has become increasingly receptive to traditional 
approaches. In 2004, for example, the US Food and Drug Adminis-
tration issued new guidelines on botanical drugs that made it much 
easier to get extracts into clinical trials if there was some history of 
prior use, and that obviated the need to characterize all compounds 
in an extract. 

Some researchers in China and elsewhere, meanwhile, are advo-
cating systems biology — the study of the interactions between pro-
teins, genes, metabolites and components of cells or organisms — as 
a way to assess the usefulness of traditional medicines (see page 126). 
Constructive approaches to divining the potential usefulness of tra-
ditional therapies are to be welcomed. But it seems problematic to 
apply a brand new technique, largely untested in the clinic, to test the 
veracity of traditional Chinese medicine, when the field is so fraught 
with pseudoscience. In the meantime, claims made on behalf of an 
uncharted body of knowledge should be treated with the customary 
scepticism that is the bedrock of both science and medicine. ■
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